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implementation. The most used solution in the sugar industry consists of establishing a strategy that manipulate other variables; which allows to arrive at the end of the process with acceptable values in the CSD parameters. The batch operation imposes to the process frequent operational changes that depend of: the quality of the raw material, disturbances in the work conditions and market demand changes. The previous problem, the nonlinearities and the restrictions imposed to the process motivated the use a nonlinear MPC (NMPC). When a NMPC algorithm is applied, the first challenge consists of obtaining the model to use, which must be viable and trustworthy. Although the sugar crystallization process has been studied in depth and efficient mathematical models exist to represent it, these must be validated and be fit before its application in a NMPC algorithm, which will cause frequent updates if the process is batch. Like an alternative, in this work it is tried to demonstrate the efficiency that has the use of the neuronal networks in a NMPC, where the neural networks could be trained from industrial data with the input-output answer of the process.
Problem solution
Sugar production is characterized by strongly non-linear and non-stationary dynamics and goes naturally through a sequence of relatively independent stages: charging, concentration, seeding, setting the grain, crystallization (the main phase), tightening and discharge (Georgieva et al., 2003) . Therefore the operation strategy is formulated as a cascade of individual control loops for each of the stages (Fig. 1) . The feedback control policy is based on measurements of the flowrate, the temperature, the pressure, the stirrer power and the supersaturation (by a refractometer). Measurements of these variables are usually available for a conventional crystallizer.
Operation strategy
Sugar production is still a very heuristically operated process, with classical proportional integral and eventually derivative (PID) controllers being the most typical solution. The different phases of the sugar production are comparatively independent and moved by distinct driving forces, thus a single controller can hardly be effective for the complete process. Instead, individual controllers for each stage where it seems appropriate, was the adopted framework ( Fig. 1 ). See Table 1 for more details on the formulated operation strategy. In the present study, the control actions are performed by manipulating the valves of the liquor/syrup feed flowrates (Ff) and the steam flowrate (Fs), while the volume of massecuite (Vm), the supersaturation (S) and the current of the agitator (IA) are the controlled variables. This choice is completely inspired by the industrial practice in several refineries. Charging (stage 1): During the first stage the crystallizer is fed with liquor until it covers approximately 40 % of the vessel height. The process starts with vacuum pressure of around 1 bar (equal to the atmospheric pressure) and reduces it up to 0.23 bar. When the vacuum pressure reaches 0.5 bar, the feed valve is completely open such that the feed flowrate is kept at its maximum value. When the liquor covers 40 % of the vessel height, the feed valve is closed and the vacuum pressure needs some time to stabilize around the value of 0.23 bar before the concentration stage starts.
Fig. 1. Cascade MPC control -strategy
Concentration (stage 2): Once the vacuum pressure stabilizes, the stirrer is switched on and the concentration begins. In order to guarantee unperturbed operation of the barometric condenser and the steam production boiler, the steam flowrate must increase slowly (from 0 to 2 kg/s, in two minutes approximately). The concentration of the dissolved sucrose by evaporation under vacuum results in volume reduction. However, for technological reasons, the minimum suspension level of the pan must be above the calandria. Therefore a feed flowrate action is required to control the level (the volume) of the pan and this constitutes the first control loop. In this stage, the supersaturation increases rapidly (at about a rate of 0.025 per min.). When it reaches a value of 1.06, the feeding is stopped and the steam flowrate is reduced slowly to 1.4 kg/s, with the same speed as it was increased. The concentration stage is over when the supersaturation reaches the value of 1.11. Seeding (stage 3): At this moment seed crystals are introduced into the pan to provoke crystallization. This stage is rather unstable and to prevent seed crystals from dissolution in the liquor, the feed valve must be closed and the steam flowrate kept at its minimum for a short period (about 2 min.). Keeping these conditions unchanged contributes to the formation of the grain and is also important for the final crystal size distribution. The supersaturation continues naturally to increase but usually no control action is required. Crystallization with liquor (stage 4): During this stage the supersaturation is first controlled by a proper feeding to be around a set point of 1.15. This constitutes the second control loop. At the beginning of this stage, the mass transfer is the driving crystallization force, the crystallization rate increases and the controller usually reduces the feed flowrate
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The steam valve is closed and the stirrer is off. The vacuum pressure changes from 1 to 0.23 bar.
The vacuum pressure reaches 0.5 bar, feeding starts with max rate. Liquor covers 40 % of the vessel height. to maintain the reference value of the supersaturation. When all liquor quantity is introduced, the feeding is stopped and the supersaturation is now kept at the same set point of 1.15 by the steam flowrate as the manipulated variable. This constitutes the third control loop. The heat transfer is now the driving crystallization force. A typical problem of this control loop is that at the end of this stage the steam flowrate achieves its maximum value of 2.75 kg/s but it is not sufficient to keep the supersaturation at the same reference value therefore a reduction of the set point is required. The stage is over when the stirrer power reaches the value 20.5 A. Crystallization with syrup (stage 5): A stirrer power of 20.5A corresponds to a volume fraction of crystals equal to 0.4. At this moment the feed valve is reopened, but now a juice with less purity (termed syrup) is introduced into the pan until the maximum volume (30 m 3 ) is reached. The control objective is to maintain the volume fraction of crystals around the set point of 0.45 by a proper syrup feeding. This constitutes the fourth control loop. Tightening (stage 6): Once the pan is full the feeding is closed. The tightening stage consists principally in waiting until the suspension reaches the reference consistency, which corresponds to a volume fraction of crystals equal to 0.5. The supersaturation is not a controlled variable at this stage because due to the current conditions in the crystallizer, the crystallization rate is high and it prevents the supersaturation of going out of the metastable zone. The stage is over when the stirrer power reaches the maximum value of 50 A. The steam valve is closed, the water pump of the barometric condenser and the stirrer are turned off. Now the suspension is ready to be unloaded and centrifuged.
No control

Model based predictive control
The term model-based predictive control (MPC) does not refer to a particular control method, instead it corresponds to a general control approach (Rossiter, 2003) . The MPC concept, introduced in late seventies, nowadays has evolved to a mature level and became an attractive control strategy implemented in a variety of process industries (Camacho & Bordons, 2004) . The main difference between the MPC configurations is the model used to predict the future behavior of the process or the implemented optimization procedure. First the MPC based on linear models gained popularity (Morari, 1994) as an industrial alternative to the classical proportional-integral-derivative (PID) control and later on nonlinear cases as reactive distillation columns (Balasubramhanya & Doyle, 2000) and polymerization reactors (Seki et al., 2001) were reported as successfully MPC controlled processes.
Classical model based predictive control
The main difference between MPC configurations is the model used to predict the future behaviour of the process and the optimization procedure. Nonlinear model predictive control (NMPC) is an optimisation-based multivariable constrained control technique that uses a nonlinear dynamic model for the prediction of the process outputs (Qin & Badgwell, 2003) . At each sampling time k the model predicts future process responses to potential control signals over the prediction horizon (H p ). The predictions are supplied to an optimization procedure, to determine the values of the control action over a specified control horizon (H c ) that minimizes the following performance index: H p is the number of time steps over which the prediction errors are minimized and the control horizon H c is the number of time steps over which the control increments are minimized, r y is the desired response (the reference) and ŷ is the predicted process output (Diehl et al., 2002) .
are tentative future values of the control input, which are parameterized as peace wise constant. The length of the prediction horizon is crucial for achieving tracking and stability. For small values of H p the tracking deteriorates but for high H p values the bang-bang behavior of the process input may be a real problem. The MPC controller requires a significant amount of on-line computation, since the optimization (1) is performed at each sample time to compute the optimal control input. At each step only the first control action is implemented to the process, the prediction horizon is shifted or shrunk by usually one sampling time into the future, and the previous steps are repeated (Rossiter, 2003) . 1 λ and 2 λ are the output and the input weights respectively, which determine the contribution of each of the components of the performance index (1).
Neural network model predictive control
The need for neural networks arises when dealing with non-linear systems for which the linear controllers and models do not satisfy. Two main achievements contributed to the increasing popularity of the NNs: (i) The proof of their universal approximation properties and the development of suitable algorithms for NN training as the backpropagation and (ii) The adaptation of the Levenberg-Marquard algorithm for NN optimization. The most used NN structures are Feedforward networks (FFNN) and Recurrent (RNN) ones. The RNNs offer a better suited tool for nonlinear system modelling and is implemented in this work (Fig.2) . The Levenberg-Marquard (LM) algorithm was preferred as the training method due to its advantages in terms of execution time and robustness. Since the LM algorithm requires a lot of memory, a powerful (in terms of memory) computer is the main condition for successful training. In order to solve the problem of several local minima, that is typical for all derivative based optimization algorithms (including the LM method), we have repeated several time the optimization specifying different starting points. The individual stages of the crystallization process are approximated by different RNNs of the type shown in Fig. 2 . Tangent sigmoid hyperbolic activation functions are the hidden computational nodes (Layer 1) and a linear function is located at the output (Layer 2). Each NN has two vector inputs (r and p) formed by past values of the process input and the NN output respectively. The architecture of the NN models trained to represent different process stages is summarized as follows:
( 1), ( 2), ( 1), Since the objective is to study the influence of the NNs on the controller performance, a number of NN models is considered based on different training data sheets.
• Case 1 (Generated data): Randomly generated bounded inputs ( i u ) are introduced to a simulator of a general evaporative sugar crystallization process introduced in Georgieva et al., 2003 . It is a system of nonlinear differential equations for the mass and energy balances with the operation parameters computed based on empirical relations (for no stationary parameters) or keeping constant values (for stationary parameters). The simulator responses are recorded ( i y ) and the respective mean values are computed ( i,mean u , i,mean y ). Then the NN is trained supplying as inputs ii , m e a n uu − and as target outputs ii , m e a n yy − . • Case 2: Industrial data: The NN is trained with real industrial data. In order to extract the underlying nonlinear process dynamics a prepossessing of the initial industrial data was performed. From the complete time series corresponding to the input signal of one stage only the portion that really excites the process output of the same stage is extracted. Hence, long periods of constant (steady-state) behavior are discarded. The choice of p H is related with the sampling period ( t Δ ) of the digital control implementation, which in its turn is a function of the settling time t s (the time before entering into the 5% around the set-point) of the closed loop system. As a rule of thumb, it is suggested t Δ to be chosen at least 10 times smaller than t s , (Soeterboek, 1992) . Hence, the prediction horizon can be chosen as p H = round-to-integer(t s / t Δ ). It is well known that the smaller the sampling time, the better can a reference trajectory be tracked or a disturbance rejected. However, choosing a small sampling time yields a large prediction horizon. In order to compute the optimal control input, the optimization (1) is performed at each sampling time, therefore MPC controller requires a significant amount of on-line computation. This can cause problems related with large amount of computer memory required and additional numerical problems due to the large prediction horizon. The introduction of the ET MPC as in (7) serves as a compromise between these conflicting issues and reduces significantly the computational efforts. Parameters 1 λ and 2 λ determine the contribution (the weight) of each term of the performance index, the output error (e) and the control increments ( u Δ ). In this work the parameter 1 λ is set to the normalized value of 1, while the choice of 2 λ is based on the following empirical expression:
where P defines the desired contribution of the second term in (1) (0% ≤ P ≤100%) and
The intuition behind (9-10) is to make the two terms of (1) compatible when they are not normalized and to overcome the problem of different numerical ranges for the two terms. 
PID controllers
The PID parameters were tuned, where p k , i τ , d τ are related with the general PID terminology as follows (Aström & Hägglund, 1995) :
Since the process is nonlinear, classical (linear) tuning procedures were substituted by a numerical optimization of the integral (or sum in the discrete version) of the absolute error (IAE):
Equation (12) was minimized in a closed loop framework between the discrete process model and the PID controller. For each parameter an interval of possible values was defined based on empirical knowledge and the process operator expertise. A number of gradient (Newton-like) optimization methods were employed to compute the final values of each controllers summarized in Table 1 . All methods concluded that the derivative part of the controller is not necessary. Hence, PI controllers were analyzed in the next tests. Table 3 . Optimized PID parameters for the control loops define in Table 1 6.
Discussion of results
The operation strategy, summarized in Table 1 and implemented by a sequence of Classical-MPC, NNMPC or PI controllers is comparatively tested in Matlab environment. The output predictions are provided either by a simplified discrete model (with the main operation parameters kept constant) or by a trained ANN model (5) (6) (7) (8) . A process simulator was developed based on a detailed phenomenological model (Georgieva et al., 2003) . Realistic disturbances and noise are introduced substituting the analytical expressions for the vacuum pressure, brix and temperature of the feed flow, pressure and temperature of the steam with original industrial data (without any preprocessing (Scenario-2) ). The test is implemented for two different scenarios of work.
• Scenario -1: The simulation uses, like process, the set of equations differentials proposed in (Georgieva et al. 2003) with empirical operation parameters. • Scenario -2: The simulation uses, like process, the set of equations differentials proposed in (Georgieva et al. 2003) , but are used like operation parameter e real industrial data batch not used in neural network training. Time trajectories of the controlled and the manipulated variables for the control loop 1, 2 and 4 of one batch (Batch 1) are depicted in Figs. 4-6. The three controllers guarantee good set point tracking. However, the quality of the produced sugar is evaluated only at the process end by the crystal size distribution (CSD) parameters, namely AM and CV. The results are summarized in Table 4 and both classical and NNPMC outperform the PI. Our general conclusion is that the main benefits of the MPC strategy are with respect to the batch end point performance. 
Conclusion
With the results obtained in this work it has been demonstrated that algorithm NNMPC is a viable solution to control nonlinear complexes processes, still in the case that only exists input-output information of the process. An aspect very important to obtain successful results with NNMPC is the representative quality of the available data, which was demonstrated with the results obtained in the third control loop analyzed. The weighting factor 2 λ has a crucial paper in the good NNMPC performance. A constrain very hard can impose that the control signal can not follow the dynamics of the process, but a very soft constrain can cause instability in the control signal, when the model is not precise.
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Appendix A. Crystallization model
Sugar crystallization occurs through the mechanisms of nucleation, growth and agglomeration. The general phenomenological model of the fed-batch crystallization process consists of mass, energy and population balances, including the relevant kinetic rates for nucleation, linear growth and agglomeration [Ilchmann, et al., 1994] . While the mass and energy balances are common expressions in many chemical process models, the population balance is related with the crystallization phenomenon, which is still an open modeling problem. 
Population balance
Mathematical representation of the crystallization rate can be achieved through basic mass transfer considerations or by writing a population balance represented by its moment equations. Employing a population balance is generally preferred since it allows to take into account initial experimental distributions and, most significantly, to consider complex mechanisms such as those of size dispersion and/or particle agglomeration/aggregation. The basic moments of the number-volume distribution function are 
The crystallization quality is evaluated by the particle size distribution (PSD) at the end of the process which is quantified by two parameters -the final average (in mass) particle size (AM) and the final coefficient of particle variation (CV) with the following definitions: For more detailed presentation of the process model, refer to [Georgieva et al., 2003 ].
